
 

 

 
Tonge Moor Academy: Art & Design Curriculum 

 

Art & Design EYFS – Y6 

Curriculum structure 

 
Small step progression towards Birth to Five, ELG (EYFS) and NC objectives (Y1-Y6):   

Nursery (2-3 years) 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To be provided with opportunities to mark make 
To know that objects leave marks e.g. rollers, 
brushes, natural resources  
To know that materials leave marks 

Mark 
Move 
Colour 
touch 

 

To make connection between movements and 
marks. 

To know that moving their body can create marks 
e.g. handprints, footprints 

To play with colour To know that they can choose colours for certain 
purposes 

To begin to combine colours To know that they can mix colours together  

To explore and experiment with a range of media 
through a multi-sensory approach 

To know that materials have different textures e.g. 
rough, smooth 

Preschool (3-4 years) 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To use a range of artistic materials and tools for a 
purpose. 

To know that they can make marks using tools and 
materials 

 
 

Draw 
Tool 
Mix 
Line 

Shape 
 

To explore colour and how they can be changed. To know that tools and materials can change things 

To develop understanding of how to use lines to 
enclose a space. To know that different materials and tools will 

make different types of marks e.g. brush, cotton 
bud. 

To use lines to represent shapes and objects. 

To represent actions and experiences through simple 
drawing. 
 

To know that new colours can be made 

To know the names of colours they have combined 

To know that pencils and chalks can be used to 
make marks.  

Reception 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To use a range of materials, tools and techniques to 
express ideas and thoughts.   

To know that brushes can be used to make strokes.   
 

To know that rollers can be used to spread paint. 
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Nursery  
(2-3 Years & 
Preschool) 

 
The Tonge Moor foci for Art & Design are taught throughout the EYFS curriculum.  Children will develop their Art & Design 

knowledge, skills and vocabulary through continuous provision, adult led activities and focussed teaching circles.   

Reception 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Year 1 Printing 
Oral Kiely 

 Drawing 
Vincent Van Gogh 

 Collage 
Henri Matisse 

 

Year 2 Painting 
Kandinsky 

 Sculpture 
Joan Miro 

 Digital media 
Andy Warhol 

 

Year 3 Printing 
Emma Biggs 

 Drawing 
Jon Sharpe 

 Collage 

Glen Alps 

 

Year 4 Painting 
Romerro Britto 

 Sculpture 
Peter Randal Page 

 Digital media 
David Hockney 

 

Year 5 Printing 
Henry Morris 

 Drawing 
Gerogia O keeffe 

 Collage 
Beatriz Milhaze 

 

Year 6 Painting 
LS Lowry 

 Sculpture 
Richard Sweeney 

 Digital media 
Nick Parks 

 

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 
Pupils study key artists throughout 
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To understand and explore printing techniques. 
Experiment with colour with greater independence.     

 
 

Material  
Print 

Combine 
Drawing 
Creation 
Improve  
Change  

Art 
 
 

To know that sponges can be used to dab. 

To know that objects leave marks. 

To express ideas and imagination through drawing.   To know the names of colours.   

To know the names of different drawing tools. 

To share creations and processes. To know where chalk and pencils come from. 

To think about what they might change or improve 
and why. 

To know that drawing tools create marks. 

To know that Pablo Picasso expressed ideas before 
drawing. 

To be introduced to artists and understand what an 
artist is. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To know that Pablo Picasso was a Spanish artist. 

To know that Pablo Picasso created abstract 
drawings. 

To know that Andy Goldsworthy is a British artist. 

To know that Andy Goldsworthy created sculptures 
using natural resources. 

 

Year 1 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To master techniques in collage: 
Final end point: To create our own collage ‘painting with scissors’. 

 
 

Sort 
Rough 

Smooth 
torn 
join 

shape 
Names of shapes 

Sort and arrange materials.   To know that materials can be sorted and arranged 
in a variety of ways.  

Use a combination of materials that are cut and torn 
to create a simple collage. 

To know that Henri Matisse uses a variety of 
different materials to create his collages. 

Mix materials to create texture. To know that materials can be combined to create 
different textures.  

Create images from imagination, experience or 
observation.   

To know how to use various materials and 
techniques to create our own collage from 
observations, imagination or our own experience.  

To master techniques in drawing: 
Final end point: To create a drawing in the style of Vincent Van Gogh. 

Draw lines of different sizes and thickness using 
pencil.   

To know that Vincent Van Gogh was a Dutch 
painter who is among the most famous artists to 
have ever lived.   

Thick 
Thin 
Light 
Dark 

Tones 
Shading 

Colour (own work) neatly following the lines. 

Show pattern and texture by adding dots and lines. To know that he is most famous for paintings such 
as The Starry Night, Sunflowers and Self Portrait 
with Bandaged Ear. 

Show different tones by using coloured pencils. 

To know how Vincent Van Gogh uses different sizes 
and thickness of lines in his work. 

To know how Vincent Van Gogh based a lot his 
work around different shades of colour.  

To know how to use their pencil crayons to create 
different tones for light and dark. 

To master techniques in print: 
Final end point: To create a tote bag using print in the style of Orla Kiely 

Use repeating or overlapping shapes. To know that Orla Kiely was born in Ireland. 
 

overlapping 
print 

mimic/copy 
roll 
rub 

stamp 

Use objects to create prints (e.g. fruit, vegetables, 
sponges, string). 

To know that Oral Kiely uses repeated patterns and 
overlapping shapes in her designs.  

To know that different objects create different 
prints.  
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Mimic print from the environment.   To know that Oral Kiely uses nature to inspire her 
designs.   

Press, roll, rub and stamp to make prints. To know there are a variety of techniques used to 
create prints.  

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 

Describe the work of notable artists, artisans and 
designers. 

 

Use some of the ideas of artists studied to create 
pieces. 

Year 2  

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To master techniques in Painting: 
Final end point: Painting on pebbles in the style of Kandinsky 

Use thick and thin brushes with acrylic paint.   To know that Kandinsky was a famous Russian 
painter and that he was the first painter to stop 
painting pictures of things and instead painted just 
colours and shapes.  Primary colour 

Secondary colours 
broad 

narrow 
tints 

tones 

Mix primary colours to make secondary. To know that Kandinsky used primary colours and 
the secondary colours. 

Create colour wheels using primary and secondary 
colours.   

To know that we mix two primary colours to make 
a secondary colour. 

Add white to colours to make tints and black to 
colours to make tones. 

To know that Kandinsky use different tints and 
tones when producing artwork.  

Create colour wheels using tints and tones.    To know that Kandinsky used different brushes to 
produce different shapes. 

To master techniques in sculpture: 
Final end point: To create a sculpture using boxes and cardboard inspired by Joan Miro. 

Use a combination of shapes and a range of medium 
to create a simple sculpture. 

To know that Joan Miro was a famous Spanish 
artist, born in Barcelona in 1893. 

sculpture 
texture 
rolling 
carving 

To know that Joan Miro used a variety of shapes 
and sizes to create his sculptures. 

Include lines and texture. To know that Joan Miro used lines and textures to 
add detail to sculptures. Use boxes as a material to create a sculpture. 

Use techniques such as rolling, cutting, moulding 
and carving. 

To know that we can roll, cut, mould and carve 
cardboard in order to make simple sculpture. 
 

Digital media: 
Final end point: Self-portraits in the style of Andy Warhol’s Marilyn Monroe piece. 

Use a wide range of tools to create 
different textures, lines, tones, colours and shapes. 

To know that Andy Warhol was an American artist 
and one of the most famous artists of the 20th 
Century. 

 
Outline 

Self-portrait 
Digital 

Photograph 
To know that he created pop art – art using images 
from popular culture. 

To use digital self-portraits to create a piece of art. To know how to use the paint programme to create 
a digital self-portrait. 

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 

Describe the work of notable artists, artisans and 
designers. 

 

Use some of the ideas of artists studied to create 
pieces. 

Year 3 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To master techniques in collage:  
Final end point:  To create a collage inspired by the work of Emma Biggs.   

Select and arrange materials for effect.  
 Ensure work is precise. 
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Use different techniques such as coiling, 
overlapping, tessellation, mosaic and montage. 

To know that a collage combines visual elements to 
create a new image that conveys an idea or 
message.  

 
 

coiling 
mosaic 
collage 

 

To know that Emma Biggs is a British artist and that 
she is associated with the environmental art 
movement. 

 

To know that Emma Biggs is famous for using 
materials to create simple, striking pieces of art. 

To know that Emma Biggs often uses spherical, 
spiral and circular shapes to depict her work. 

To know how to select materials and can precisely 
arrange these in a variety of ways to create the 
desired effect.   

To master techniques in drawing:  
Final end point: To create a piece locally inspired art in the style of John Sharpe. 

Use charcoal to show line, tone and texture. To know that John Sharpe uses charcoal to create a 
range of lines, strokes, tones, textures, patterns 
and shapes.   Soft 

Hard 
Tone 
Line 

Still life 

Sketch lightly (no need to use a rubber to correct 
mistakes). 

To know that John Sharpe uses a pencil to sketch 
out his ideas. 

Explore relationships between line and tone, 
pattern and shape, line and texture.   

To know that we use a light pencil mark when 
drawing so that we can rub out easily. 

Draw for a sustained period of time at own level. To know that artists observe very closely and take 
their time to draw and re-draw their subject. 

To master techniques in printing:  
Final end point: To create a collagraph print using multiple colours.   

Use layers of two or more colours. To know that Glen Alps was a printmaker and 
educator who is credited with having developed 
the collagraph 

tessellation 
Collograph 

pattern 
shape 

overlapping 

Replicate patterns observed in 
natural environments.   

To know a collagraph print is made by gluing 
different materials to cardboard to create a sort of 
collage 

Explore pattern and shape, creating designs for 
printing using natural objects.   

To know that during the inking process, the ink will 
rub off surfaces that are smooth or higher and stay 
on surfaces that hold more ink, at edges and at 
lower points therefore creating the image. 

Research, create and refine a print using a variety of 
techniques.   

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 

Replicate some of the techniques used by notable 
artists, artisans and designers. 

 

Create original pieces that are influenced by studies 
of others. 

Year 4 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To master techniques in painting: 
Final end point: A create an interest piece of art in the style of Romero Britto 

Use a number of brush techniques using thick and 
thin brushes to produce shapes, textures, patterns 
and lines. 

To know Romero Britto is an artist from Brazil. He 
creates his art work using pop art, graffiti and 
cubism. (creates simple geometric shapes, 
interlocking planes and collage) 

Patterns 
Strips 
Zigzag 
layer 
shade 
stroke 

stippling 
tint 

tone 
shade 

To know that different brushes create different 
patterns and lines 

Mix colours effectively. To know that colours are mixed to create primary 
and secondary colours effectively.  

To know that paint can be used for stippling/ brush 
stokes 
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Use paint to produce washes for backgrounds then 
add detail. 

To know how to use layers to build up the pattern. 
For example using the light colour as a first layer 
and the dark colours to create patterns. 

hue 

Experiment with creating mood with colour. To know that blues and greens create a cold mood. 
To know that reds, oranges and yellows create a 
warm mood.  

Use a more developed colour language (tint, tone, 
shade, hue).   

To know what the tint, tone, shade and hue is and 
how it is use. 

To master techniques in sculpture:  
Final end point: To create a piece of sculpture that replicates the style of Peter Randall Page.   

Combine shapes to create recognisable forms.   To know who Peter Randall Page is a British artist 
who is recognised around the world for his unique 
sculptures. 
 

form 
moulding 

profile 
texture 

repetition 
solid 

Include texture and materials to convey feelings, 
expression or movement. 

To know that by changing the texture we effect the 
mood of the sculpture. 

Use clay to create a sculpture. To know Peter Randell Page took inspiration from 
nature to create ceramic pieces. 

To know that the ceramic material can be 
manipulated to create a shape inspired by nature. 

Add materials to provide interesting detail. To know that materials can be added to enhance 
the sculpture or highlight particular parts.  

Digital media: 
Final end point: To produce a  digital picture in the style of David Hockney 

To create a digital piece of art. To know who David Hockney is a British Artist who 
create bright landscapes using the digital media 
resources. 

 
 

Photograph 
Images 
Video 
Sound 

To know that images taken with cameras can be 
used as inspiration for a digital piece of art. 

Create images, video and sound recordings and 
explain why they were created. 

To know that videos and sounds can be used to 
enhance the interest of the piece.  

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 

Replicate some of the techniques used by notable 
artists, artisans and designers. 

  

Create original pieces that are influenced by studies 
of others. 

Year 5 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To develop ideas 

Develop and imaginatively extend ideas from 
starting points throughout the curriculum. 

 

Collect information, sketches and resources and 
present ideas imaginatively in a sketch book. 

To master techniques in collage: 
Final end point:  To make a Beatriz Milhase inspired collage.   

 

To use a range of media to create collage.   To know that Beatriz Milhases is a Brazilian artist 
and painter who uses very colourful materials to 
create pictures.   

 
 

Plain 
Patterned 

Visual qualities 
Textile qualities 

Repetition 

Mix textures (rough and smooth, plain and 
patterned). 

To know he is influenced by the tropical flowers 
and plants near her home in Brazil 

Combine visual and tactile qualities. To know he uses shapes in different sizes and 
overlaps them to create images. 

To know how to repeat circles, squares, stripes, 
flowers and other shapes to create visual effect. 

To master techniques in drawing: 
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Final end point:  To use drawing techniques to create a piece of artwork in the style of Georgia O’Keefe.   

Use a variety of techniques to add interesting 
effects (e.g. reflections, shadows, direction of 
sunlight) using oil pastels. 

To know that Georgia O’Keefe was an American 
artist who painted nature in a way that showed 
how it made her feel.   

 
 

modernism 
reflections 

shadow 
realistic 
realism 
gradient 

 
 

Use a choice of techniques to depict movement, 
perspective, shadows and reflection. 

To know that Georgia O’Keefe is best known for her 
paintings of flowers.   

Choose a style of drawing suitable for the work (e.g. 
realistic or impressionistic). 

To know that Georgia O’Keefe created a unique 
way of painting nature by simplifying shapes and 
forms. Explore the potential properties of the visual 

elements, line, tone, pattern, texture, colour, and 
shape and manipulate and experiment with them 
using oil pastels.   

To know how to use oil pastels to create different 
visual effects, for example: shade, tone, texture, 
pattern and blends.  

Use lines to represent movement 

To master techniques in print: 
Final end point:  To create a print pattern in the style of William Morris. 

Use Styrofoam to build up layers, colours and 
textures.   

To know that William Morris was one of the most 
influential designer of the 19th century.   

 
 
 

texture 
details 

symmetry 
tapestries 

 

Create an accurate pattern, showing fine detail. To know that William Morris began his design 
career when re-decorating his own house.  

Organise their work in terms of pattern, symmetry, 
or random printing styles.   

To know he made stained glass windows, patterned 
wallpaper and tapestries.  

Use a range of visual elements to reflect the 
purpose of the work 

To know his patterned wallpaper was inspired by 
nature 

 To know that he repeated designs many times 
using block printing techniques on large pieces of 
paper to make patterned wallpaper. 

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 

Give details (including own sketches) about the style 
of some notable artists, artisans and designers. 

  

Year 6 

Skills Knowledge Vocabulary 

To develop ideas 

Use the qualities of materials to enhance ideas.  

Spot the potential in unexpected results as work 
progresses. 

Comment on artworks with a fluent grasp of visual 
language.   

To master techniques in painting: 
Final end point: Watercolour painting inspired by LS Lowry. 

Combine colours, tones and tints to enhance the 
mood of a piece using watercolours. 

To know about the colours, tones and tints LS 
Lowry uses in his work. 

 
 

warm 
dull 

deep 
muted 

colour palette 
watercolour/acrylic 

Background 
Foreground 

Use brush techniques and the qualities of paint to 
create texture. 

To know the different ways in which we can use a 
paintbrush to create different effects with 
watercolour for example to create different lines 
and layers. 

Develop a personal style of painting, drawing upon 
ideas from other artists 

To know about the style of LS Lowry’s artwork and 
the shapes, colours and consistencies he includes.  

Sketch (lightly) before painting to combine line and 
colour. 

To know the importance of lightly sketching before 
painting and how this affects the final piece.  

Create a colour palette based upon colours 
observed in the natural or built world. 

To know how to create a graduated background 
using a wet on wet or wet on dry technique.  

Use the qualities of watercolour and acrylic paint to 
create visually interesting pieces. 

To know how to plan a watercolour painting using 
the background, mid ground and foreground to 
focus the attention in particular places. 

To master techniques in sculpture: 
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Final end point: 

To use paper to create a sculpture. To know how Richard Sweeney uses slits to 
interlock the paper creating a range of shapes. 

 
 

proportions 
abstract 

interpretations 
scale  

manipulate 

Show life-like qualities and real-life proportions or, if 
more abstract, provoke different interpretations. 

To know about the qualities of Richard Sweeny’s 
sculptures and what makes his work unique.  

Combine visual and tactile qualities. To know the methods Richard Sweeney uses to 
create the visual effects in his sculptures and the 
folds, cuts and bends he makes throughout his 
work.   

Use tools and techniques to add shapes, texture and 
pattern to combine visual and tactile qualities.   

To use tools to score the paper in order to make 
accurate fold and shapes with the paper. 

Digital media: 
Final end point: To produce animation with a back drop inspired by Ansel Adams. 

To create a short animation using digital media. To know that Ansel Adams was a famous landscape 
photography 

animation 
editing 

Still images 
installations 

Enhance digital media by editing (including sound, 
video, animation, still images and installations). 

To know the artist often use photography as a 
background to their animation. 
To know how to use photography to make an 
animation. 

To take inspiration from the greats (classic and modern) 

Give details (including own sketches) about the style 
of some notable artists, artisans 
and designers. 

  
Style 

Influences 

Show how the work of those studied was influential 
in both society and to other artists. 

Create original pieces that show a range of 
influences and styles. 

 

End of key stage objectives: 

Art & Design 

At the end of EYFS children can: 

ELG - Creating with Materials 
- Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 
experimenting with colour, design, texture, form, and function; 
- Share their creations, explaining the process they have used; 
- Make use of props and materials when role playing characters in narratives and stories. 

At the end of Key Stage 1 children can: 

Use a range of materials creatively to design and make products. 

Use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination. 

Develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space. 

Identify the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the differences and similarities between 
different practices and disciplines, and making links to their own work. 

At the end of Key Stage 2 children can: 

Develop techniques including control and their use of materials 

Identify different types of art, craft and design 

Create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of  
materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay] 

Identify great artists, architects and designers in history. 
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